Lambretta Club of Italy
28° EuroLambretta Jamboree
Adria (RO), Italia: 2nd – 3rd – 4th June 2017

ENDURANCE RACE REGULATIONS:
1) The Lambretta Club of Italy is organizing an endurance race on Friday 2 June 2017 at
the Adria circuit.
2) The race is reserved for Lambretta’s branded Innocenti and its licensors
3) The race will last 80 minutes
4) Each team will be formed by a Lambretta with 2 to
4 riders, who will have to change their Pilot every 20 minutes.
5) Pilot changes take place in the Box lane in the presence of a track commissioner.
6) Pilots must wear suitable clothing suitable for bikers, gloves and full helmet. The
leather suit is not compulsory.
7) No refuelling is allowed for safety reasons. The vehicles have to start with enough fuel
to complete the total Endurance.
8) The departure will be made in groups of 4 Lambretta’s every 15 seconds, first cat. C
and then cat.A.
9) In the event of a fall, it is possible to return to the track, however, the commissioner
can stop the pilot if he believes the vehicle is too damaged.
Track tests are scheduled one hour before the race.

LAMBRETTA SPECIFICATIONS:
1) Two Lambretta categories that can participate:
C) Chain transmission from 1957 to 1995
A) Shaft Transmission from 1947 to 1958
2) Vehicles must bear a licence plate and regular documents, no competition vehicles are
allowed.
3) For safety reasons, it is permissible to remove the Kick starter lever, the rear view
mirror, the luggage rack and the side panels.
4) No type of stopwatch fixed on the Lambretta will be allowed and visual assistance on
the finish line is also not allowed.
SCALE DETERMINATION:

1) For each turn (¼ of race) two laps will be chosen with the nearest times, the difference
between the two times (calculated in hundreds of a second) will be the penalties scored.
The
total
of
the
penalties
will
be
determined
over
the
4
rounds.
2) Every hundredth of a second difference will count as a penalty point.
3) The team who is able to conduct the race as smooth as possible, achieving the lowest
penalty numbers overall will be the winners.
PRIZES:
1-2-3 PLACE Cat.A
1-2-3 PLACE Cat.C
The start will be of the "le Mans" style

Additional Information for
Endurance Time trial
Considering some of the comments exchanged on various Media platforms, It is appropriate
to add a little extra information on the Endurance competition, additional to that published by
the LCI.
It is not a “flat out race”…even though we suggest “removal of kick starts / side panels etc”.
The endurance is based upon Time Trials, in which the objective is to try & create 2 lap times
by each team member that are as near to exact as each other. These laps do not have to be
at the quickest speeds, and having seen the course at Adria, Moderation is suggested for
some of the curves!!
Encouragement & Guidance from the Team, to slow or speed up, to support each pilot will be
suggested, as he/she will have no exact idea how each lap is comparing with previous ones!!
Each team can choose to use one or all team Lambrettas for the Endurance. This will be your
choice. (only one team member on the course at any one time) Each Lambretta will be fitted
with a “Transponder” to record exact lap times

